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Abstract 

We study how personnel turnover policies may affect the global behavior of a simple

model  of  organization.  In  the  model  we  propose,  heterogeneous  agents  interact

dynamically, adapting their effort level. Effort equilibria in populations consisting of

both perfectly rational and bounded-rational agents are considered. The problem is

approached  theoretically  in  simple  cases,  while  simulation  is  used  when  more

complex situations are examined. We are interested in finding a hiring/firing policy

that is effective in selecting high effort in more complex cases and when agent effort

may not be directly observed. We prove that, while generally the existence of such a

policy is not guaranteed, in most situations an opportune choice may increase overall

population  effort.  This  research  suggests  that,  even  if  explicit  incentives  are  not

considered, an opportune policy in personnel turnover can improve the general effort

level of the organization. In particular, policies adapting to contingent situations are

those that are likely to obtain best results.

KEY WORDS: corporate culture; multi-agent system; bounded rationality; personnel

turnover, organization performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Performance  improvement  in  organizations  is  a  complex  phenomenon

requiring a multifaceted approach. For example, Katz and Kahn (1978) approached

the motivational aspects of working in organizations.  The incentives and contracts

approach  in  economics  provided  important  contributions  in  shedding light  on  the

information  asymmetries  in  agency  problems  (for  an  introduction  refer  to

Macho-Stadler & Perez-Castrillo,1997). 

Furthermore many important cognitive models of motivation and performance were

suggested.  Among  them,  equity  theory  (Adams,  1965;  Weick,  1966),  goal-setting

theory  (Locke  &  Latham,  1984)  and  expectancy  theory  (Vroom,  1964)  are  of

particular relevance for their managerial implications. 

Personnel turnover is a related aspect of organizational dynamics which can enhance

or reduce organizational performance. Carley (1992) studied the impact of personnel

turnover  and  organization  structure  on  the  organization  performance  in  terms  of

learning. Other approaches to turnover consider its  motivational  aspects (Steers &

Mowday, 1979).  We study how personnel  turnover  policies  may affect  the global

behavior  of  a  model  of  organization.  The  problem is  approached  theoretically  in

simple cases, while simulation is used when more complex situations are examined.

We are interested in finding a hiring/firing policy effective in selecting high efforts

when agents effort may not be directly observed.

In  this  paper  we  consider  a  simple model  of  organization,  where

heterogeneous agents interact each other. Both unbounded and bounded rationality are

considered. 
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In organization theory simulation  is  commonly used to obtain predictions  because

many  models  simply  cannot  be  analyzed  completely  by  other  techniques.  When

dealing  with  heterogeneous  agents  and,  in  addition,  when  bounded  rationality  is

considered, models becomes particularly complex. In fact, the heterogeneity of the

organization  prevents  the  possibility  of  considering  a  representative  agent  which

would  greatly  simplify  the  analysis.  Furthermore  bounded  rationality  allows  for

considering  many  different  possibilities  of  unpredictable  behaviors  making  the

analysis intractable.

As in Dal Forno and Merlone (2002), our approach to bounded rationality consists of

considering behaviors observed in subjects during experiments in didactic simulation

games.

In our model we consider the following organizational goal: to achieve the

maximum level of average effort with full occupation in the organization. This can be

seen as a particular  case of Bentham’s goal  of “the greatest  good for the greatest

number”. In fact, we can consider the goal of the organization as “the highest level of

effort for the greatest number of agents in the organization” (see Hardin, 1968).

The problem is completely formalized into a dynamical programming problem. Our

formalization allows a theoretical interpretation of corporate culture and an analysis

of a simple case. This analysis provides interesting results in terms of situations where

policies  are  not  fully  effective,  and  demonstrates  the  difficulties  inherent  in  any

theoretical  analysis.  Agent  heterogeneity  and  bounded  rationality  calls  for  non

elementary  functional  form of  the  evolutionary  dynamics.  Furthermore,  since  the

number  of  states  is  very  large  (Bellman’s  “curse  of  dimensionality”),  techniques

leading to closed-form solutions cannot be used. 
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As is common in the organizational theory literature, simulation may be considered.

The platform we use allows us to extend the analysis when the complexity of the

system makes other approaches less effective. In particular it is possible to consider

several classes of bounded rationality agents, and to evaluate some simple policy in

terms  of  performance  improvement  and  high  effort  agents  selection.  We  find

simulation  results  that  complete  those  obtained  by  other  kinds  of  analysis.  The

analysis we provide sheds light on important aspects of organization theory and our

results  may  be  interpreted  in  terms  of  personal  turnover  consequences  on  the

organization dynamics.

THE MODEL

Considering organizations, a wide variety of definitions can be found in the

literature on business management, economics and social sciences.

While a formal definition of organization is very difficult (see Arrow, 1974, p.33),

there are common themes. For example   an organization may be viewed as a group of

individuals with a multitude of relationships that tie them together (e.g. according to

Steers & Black, 1994, they may work together for common goals). 

Every  individual  acts  dependently  on  his/her  beliefs,  experience  and  thoughts.

Furthermore, this cultural richness can dynamically change over time: for example,

individuals’ actions may have some consequences within the organization and may

affect, in different ways, other members’ behavior.

We consider the organizational model presented in Dal Forno and Merlone

(2002). The organization consists of a set of agents cooperating to perform a task. No
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agent  can perform its  task without cooperating with some other  agent.  When two

agents meet and form a team, they perform their tasks exerting an effort.  Possible

partners of an agent are those located in its Von Neumann neighborhood. Agents take

into account a fraction of their joint output and the individual cost of exerting the

effort.  Both  agents  in  a  team observe  each  other’s  efforts  and  adapt  their  future

behavior to the outcome of their cooperation. 

As is common,  we assume that output is  increasing in effort  and marginal

output of effort is decreasing. The utility of output is shared among the members of

the team. On the other hand, greater effort means greater disutility to the agent; we

also assume that the marginal disutility of effort is increasing.

In order to perform our simulations, we use the following profit function:

25 ijii eee −+=π

where ie  is agent i ’s effort.  This formulation satisfies the common assumptions we

stated earlier.

The  organization  is  interested  in  introducing  some mechanism in  order  to

increase the level of production. While the economics of information and mechanism

design  offers  similar  problems,  our  approach  is  different.  In  this  paper  we study

whether  a  personnel  turnover  policy  can  improve  the  performance  of  the  entire

organization without considering individual contracts. 

We assume that no employee receives a fixed wage; the organization goal is to

reach full employment with all agents exerting high effort. 

Carley (1992) implemented turnover by having an agent leave the organization and

another immediately enter the organization. Which agent leaves the organization is

determined  randomly,  while  new agents  enter  periodically  over  time  following  a

Poisson process.
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We  approach  turnover  differently.  First  an  agent  is  evaluated  updating

continuously the average of the efforts exerted during the simulation. Then each cell

is considered together with its Von Neumann neighborhood. All agents located in the

cell  and  its  neighborhood  are  considered:  the  average  of  their  average  efforts  is

computed. This function is called  average neighborhood effort and it is defined as

null when both the cell and its Von Neumann neighborhood are empty. If the  cell

being considered is non empty and the result is lower than a parameter, the fire level,

the agent in the cell is removed from the organization. Vice versa, if the considered

cell  is  empty  and  its  average  neighborhood  effort  is  greater  than  the  hire  level

parameter, a new agent is hired and put in the cell. In other cases nothing changes. 

Some important points are in order to clarify our approach. First, we consider

each agent’s average effort because it is a stable parameter which takes into account

the agents’ entire history. Second, in order to evaluate a cell we consider the whole

neighborhood because we assume that the principal is unable to perfectly observe its

agents’ effort, especially in a task where coordination between agents has a big role.

Finally, a few words on how the type of newcomer is determined. In each simulation,

up to six different types of agents may coexist in the organization. The newcomer is

selected among the types which are specified at the beginning of the simulation.

While in Dal Forno and Merlone (2002) the user could simply set different

parameters to simulate different organizations, in this version it is possible for the user

to modify the fire and hire parameters as the simulation continues. In this case the

user plays the role of the organization supervisor. In our model we assume that a

fraction of the joint output of each team is given to the organization and the remaining

part is split between the agents. Furthermore we assume that part of the profit of the

organization goes to the supervisor. The organization goal is to maximize the joint
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effort of each team together with the number of teams. Consequently, the supervisor’s

goal is to steer the organization to have a full employment with all agents exerting a

high effort. In the following we refer to this outcome as the organizational goal. 

A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH

The problem may be formalized as a dynamic programming problem. 

We define state of the system the vector of the cells states. Each cell can:

• contain  an  agent;  in  this  case  the  cell  state  consists  of  the  agent  informative

variables

• be empty; in this case all the informative variables are null.

The informative variables consist of the position of the agent on the grid, the kind of

agent, the effort exerted by the agent during the last interaction,  and many others.

They are described in the Agent Class Section below. 

Let  p  be the number of informative variables of a cell. A state of the system is an

element  ( ) pnm
mnxxxx ××ℜ∈= ,...,, 1211  where  p

ijx ℜ∈  is the set of the

informative variables of cell with coordinates ( )ji,  on the nm ×  grid.

Let  pnmS ××ℜ⊂  be the space  of  the states.  The evolution of the system may be

represented as

( )tt xx ϕ=+1

where:

• SS →:ϕ  is markovian by construction

• tx  is the state of the system at time t
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Throughout this paper, we assume that the state trajectory depends on a control. In

general when at state x , the control must be chosen from a given finite set ( )xU . At

state x , the choice of a control u  specifies the transition probability  ( )upxy  to the

next state y . Since the user may not observe all of the informative variables, in our

simulation control is simply chosen on the projection of the state to the observable

variables space.

A profit  is  accumulated  over  time  depending  on the  states  visited  and the

controls chosen. At the t -th transition, there is a profit ( )yuxgt ,,β , where g  is the

organization profit function and 1<β  is the discount factor.

We  are  interested  in  hiring/firing policies,  that  is,  sequences  =π {

( ) ( ),...,,, 1100 fhfh }  where  each  ( )ttt fh ,=µ  is  a  function  mapping  states  into

controls  with  ( ) ( )xUxt ∈µ  for  all  the  states x .  Once  a  policy  π  is  fixed,  the

sequence  of  states  tx  becomes  a  Markov  chain  with  transition  probabilities

( ) ( )( )xpxxyxP t
xy

tt µ===+ |1 .

Our  model  can  be  viewed  either  as  a  finite  horizon  problem  or  infinite  horizon

problem.  In  the  following,  for  sake  of  brevity,  we  will  consider  only  the  latter

discounted problem, because it represents a reasonable approximation of a problem

involving a finite but very large number of stages. 

We are maximizing ( )xJ π  the total expected profit starting from an initial state  x

and using a policy =π { ,, 10 µµ } over an infinite number of stages. This is given

by 

( ) ( )( ) 



 == ∑

−

=

+

∞→

1

0

01 |,,lim
N

t

ttttt

N
xxxxxgExJ µβπ

.
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If there is doubt regarding the existence of the limit, we can use lim inf in the above

expression. The expected value is taken with respect to the probability distribution of

the Markov chain{ ,, 10 xx }. This distribution depends on the initial state 0x  and

the policyπ .

Note  that  the absolute  one-stage function  ( )yuxg ,,  is  bounded from above by

some constant  M , because of our assumption that x ,  u , and  y  belong to finite

sets. Total expected profit ( )xJ π  is well defined since it is a convergent infinite sum.

In  fact  the  considered  sequence  is  bounded  in  absolute  value  by  the  decreasing

geometric progression Mtβ .

The user may not be able to observe all of the agent informative variables.

Assuming only efforts are observable, this can be formalized as follows:

( )
( ) ( )mnmne

nmnxpm
e

eeexxx

eSS

,,,,:

:

1111  ==
ℜ⊂→ℜ⊂ ××

π
π

This map considers only the effort vector of a generic state of the system. The set

( )eS  is a projection of the space  S  on  nm×ℜ . In this space we can consider the

function

( ) ( )
1:

:
+

→
tt

e

e

ee

eSeS

ϕ
ϕ

as the restriction of the dynamics ϕ  to the efforts. 

We assume that the user may observe only some functions of efforts  ( )tev . In the

following we specify these observable functions, such as total effort and corporate

culture.  Corporate  culture  may  be  formalized  as  an  absorbing  state  with  all  the

components having the same value, that is, when all the agents exert the same effort

(for a simulation approach on corporate culture see Dal Forno & Merlone, 2002). In
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this case a hiring/firing policy simply maps values of the observable functions into

hiring and firing levels.

 Finally, it  must  be noted  that  when no policy  is  considered,  agents  in  our

model of organization can be interpreted as cellular automata. In particular they are

able to mimic some of the types of non linear dynamic behavior discussed in literature

(Albin,1998; Wolfram, 1986). For examples of different behavior the system exhibits,

see Dal Forno and Merlone (2002).

SOME THEORETICAL RESULTS: A SIMPLE CASE ANALYSIS

Even  in  simple  cases  a  thorough  theoretical  analysis  is  not  easy.  In  the

following we provide some theoretical results when the organization consists at most

of four agents  and only two classes of fixed effort  agents  are  considered:  type B

(=bad)   and type O (=other).   In  this  case each agent  relevant  state  variables  are

reduced  to  effort.  Furthermore  this  variable  does  not  change  over  time  since  we

consider fixed effort agents.

We assume  that  effort  provided  by  type  B  agents  is  always  less  than  the  effort

provided by type O agents: OB ee < . Furthermore, assume that hired agents belong to

class B with probability p , and they belong to class O with probability   p−1 .

In the following analysis we consider only fire levels and assume the hire level

is such that fired individuals are promptly replaced in the organization. 

Then, assuming full occupation, the organization states are depicted in Fig.1.

Insert Figure 1 About Here
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Obviously, we do not consider symmetry and rotation equivalent states.

The organizational goal is state 1 and policies are applied in order to steer the

organization to this state.

Considering  the  average  neighborhood  effort  function,  states  are  quite

different.

Given  n  the  number  of  agents  located  in  a  cell  c  and  its  Von  Neumann

neighborhood  ( )cN ,  it  is  possible  to  formalize  the  average  neighborhood  effort

function as

( )

( )














=

≠

=

∑ ∪∈

0,0

0,

av

n

n
n

e

c

kcNck

where  ke  is  the  average  effort  value  of  the  agent  located  in  cell  c  or  in  its

neighborhood. Recall that for empty cells ke  is zero. 

For the sake of simplicity, in the following, a cell is denoted with the kind of

agent there located. We are interested in finding firing control values f  effective in

discriminating  between  different  types  of  agents  in  each  state  in  order  to  fire  B

individuals and, hopefully, steer the organization to state 1. 

As it concerns states 3 and 4 there is a single firing control level separating B

and O types.

In fact, for state 3 it holds: 

( ) ( )Oav
5

32

5

23
Bav =

+
<

+
= OBOB eeee
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This means that it  must be:  ( ) ( )OavBav << f  with the result  of firing all  type B

agents in the organization. By contrast for state 4 it holds:

( ) ( )Bav
5

4

5

4
Oav =

+
<

+
= BOOB eeee

 

This means that there is no way to fire type B agents while keeping type O agents in

the organization.

For  states  2  and 5  there  is  not  a  single  control  discriminating  among  the

different types of agents and different considerations are in order.

Case 5 is simpler to analyze, in facts it can be rewritten as 

B’ O

B B’

where it holds:

( ) ( ) ( )B'av
5

23
Oav

5

4
Bav =

+
<=

+
<= OBOB

B

eeee
e .

As a consequence, not all of  type B agents can be fired. In this state two controls are 

possible: ( ) ( )OavBav
5

<< f  and ( ) ( )B'avOav 5 << f . It is immediate to observe that 

applying 5
f  the organization can either reach state 4 or remain in state 5. On the 

other hand applying control 5f  the system can either remain in state 5 or reach state 

4 as above, but also reach state 6. Obviously, no rational supervisor would choose 

control 5f  if 10 << p .

 Finally for state 2, that can be rewritten as 

O’ B

O O’
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it holds:  

( ) ( ) ( )Oav
5

4
Bav

5

32
O'av =<

+
=<

+
= O

OBOB e
eeee

.

In  this  case  it  is  clear  that  firing   type  B  agent  without  firing  also  O’ agents  is

impossible.

Once again, in this state we can consider two controls: ( ) ( )BavO'av
2

<< f  and

( ) ( )OavBav 2 << f . In this case comparing the two different controls is not as easy as 

in state 5. In fact, when considering 2
f , the transition matrix is:

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 ( )31 p− ( ) 213 pp − ( )pp −12 2 ( )pp −12 3p 0

3 ( )21 p− ( )pp −12 2p 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 1 0 0
5 0 0 0 p−1 p 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 1

When the other control is applied, it is:

 

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 ( ) 21 p− ( )pp −12 0 2p 0

3 ( )21 p− ( )pp −12 2p 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 1 0 0
5 0 0 0 p−1 p 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 1

State 6 is closed and cannot be reached from any other state unless dominated control

5f  is chosen. Furthermore there are two different absorbing states: 1 and 4. Finally,
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it must be noted that no control allows transition from states 4, 5 or 6 to state 1. The

latter state can be reached, with positive probability, only from states 2 or 3.

Still  analyzing  the  22×  organization,  assume  now three  classes  of  fixed

effort agents are considered: type B, type OL and type OH, and efforts are such that

HL OOB eee << .

If the organization is in a state where two type B agents are on a diagonal, then the

best result obtainable with positive probability is a state where two OH are located on

the other diagonal:  

B OH

OH B

Again,  the organization cannot achieve with positive probability the organizational

goal.

This  22×  organization analysis shows that there are situations such that it  is not

possible to reach the organizational goal.

Furthermore  state  4  analysis  can  be generalized  to  bigger  organizations  as

follows. Consider an nm ×  organization where both m  and n  are even, and assume

two different kinds of agents A1 and A2 are located as white and black squares on a

chessboard. When the organization dynamics is such that 
21 AA ee <  there is no way to

fire type A1 agents without firing also type A2 agents. 

A1 A2 A1 A2 … A2

A2 A1 A2 A1 … A1

A1 A2 A1 A2 … A2

… … … … … …
A2 A1 A2 A1 A2 A1
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As a last remark it must be noted that agents heterogeneity and their adaptive

behavior play an important role. The following example shows that adaptive behavior

adds some important factors to the analysis. 

Assume the organization workforce consists of four agents: two low effort agents and

two adaptive agents that start exerting a high effort but resort to lower their effort

whenever they meet a lower effort partner. 

Assume le  is the effort exerted by the low effort agent and he  is the initial effort

exerted by the adaptive agent. 

Let  ( )21 ee +γ  the  profit  fraction  for  the  organization  when  two  agents  exerting

respective efforts 1e  and 2e  are matched. Two cases are given:

1. same type matched and the profit for the organization is ( ) ( )hhll eeee +++ γγ

2. heterogeneous types matched with organizational profit ( ) ( )hlhl eeee +++ γγ .

Due  to  the  common  assumptions  of  the  profit  function,  namely  concavity  and

increasing in effort (see Dal Forno & Merlone, 2001), it is straightforward to see that

the optimal matching for the organization is the latter. Nevertheless, since individuals

with low effort free ride, the adaptive agents, in the second matching, will resort to

exert  low  effort  too.  This  way  the  organization  degenerates  in  four  individuals

exerting low effort: the worst result for the organization.

A  possible  solution  is  that  only  homogeneous  individual  are  matched.  This  is

unrealistic  for  various  reasons  since,  for  example,  the  type  of  agent  is  a  private

information.  

These  results  are  important  since  they  prove  that,  in  general,  there  are

situations where no policy can discriminate among types and steer the organization to

the  high  effort  and  full  occupation  state.  Nevertheless  it  can  be  argued  that  the

particular situation like the chessboard is unlikely to appear in large organizations.
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Theoretical  analysis  of  complex  organization  with  adaptive  agents  is  quite

appealing but not straightforward. The analysis of simple cases we have considered

hints  some of  the difficulties  the theoretical  analysis  has to  overcome in order to

approach more complex organizations. This is well known and, according to many

authors (e.g. Carley & Prietula, 1994), many models of organizations are too complex

to  be  analyzed  completely  by  conventional  techniques  that  lead  to  closed-form

solutions.   To derive  some  other  results  it  is  natural,  and  necessary,  to  turn  to

simulation. In the following we present the simulation approach we use.

THE SIMULATION PLATFORM

In  Dal  Forno  and   Merlone  (2002) we  used  a  specifically  developed

multi-agent simulation platform to study a related problem. Such a platform provided

a simple way to implement different agent behaviors and to observe their dynamical

interactions in the model we presented. For a complete description of the platform the

reader may refer to the cited paper. While that platform allows us to set up many

different simulations, it was not possible for the user to interact while the simulation

was performed. 

In this paper we use a slightly different simulation platform allowing the user

to  interact  with  the  artificial  organization  during  the  simulation.  In  particular  we

introduce controls for both hiring and firing levels and modify the structure of the

simulation  in  order  to  take  them  into  account.  This  way  the  user  can  use  these

parameters to control the system.

General Structure of the Simulation
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Agents  operate  on  a  toroidal  grid.  At  every  turn  each  agent  performs  the

following phases:

1. interaction: if two adjacent agents are facing each other they form a team,

play the game and, according to their type, adapt their future effort

2. evaluation:  for  each  cell  the  average  effort  of  the  Von  Neumann

neighborhood is evaluated

3. turnover: for each cell, if the average neighborhood effort value is higher

than the hire level and the cell is empty, a new agent is hired; if the value is

lower than the fire level and the cell is not empty, the agent in that cell is

fired; in all the other cases nothing in the cell changes.

The structure of the entire simulation can be sketched as in Fig. 2.

Insert Figure 2 About Here

Controls and Simulation Outputs

Since we consider an organization consisting of artificial agents it would be

easy to let the user know all of the relevant parameters of each agent. By contrast, as

we mentioned in section “A dynamic programming approach” we assume that the user
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may observe only some functions of efforts ( )tev .  The rationale of this assumption

is that the principal in an organization is not able to know all of the agent relevant

parameters, rather she can observe only some noisy information. 

In particular, at each iteration we consider the following ( )tev :

Total Effort: the sum of the efforts exerted by all the agents that are active at iteration

t  (recall that only paired agents can exert their effort): TotEff( t ) ∑
∈

=
tAi

ie , where

tA  is the set of paired agents at iteration t . 

This indicator depends on the number of paired agents; for this reason it is extremely

variable. Nevertheless we consider it important since this parameter is a function of

both the number of agents and their average effort. 

Average Effort: the average effort of all  the agents at iteration  t .  Obviously this

parameter does not depend on the number of paired agents and describes better the

organization situation. While it is unrealistic that a supervisor in an organization is

able to observe a parameter with this accuracy, it must be noted that, in a previous

version  of  the  platform,  we  considered  average  effort  limited  to  paired  agents

obtaining, for large organizations, similar values.

 

Corporate Culture: the negative  of the variance  of agents’ effort.  It  measures the

dispersion of effort. The negative sign is to have the higher level of corporate culture

when dispersion reaches zero.  This way, if this parameter tends to zero, a corporate

culture has been established.
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As  described  in  Dal  Forno  and  Merlone  (2002)  two  graphical  windows

provide qualitative information about types of agents in the organization and agents’

effort. Figure 3 summarizes and illustrates the different controls and outputs of the

platform. 

Insert Figure 3 About Here

We argued that Total Effort is not a good indicator since, for instance, few

high effort agents and many low effort agents may end up with the same value of this

parameter. But while other parameters may be costly to observe in real organization,

Total Effort is likely to be available at a low cost. Finally this parameter, together with

the assumption that the principal can estimate how many agents are employed, may

give a good description of the organization effort level.

AGENT BEHAVIOR

Agents  are  described by different  variables,  for  details  see  Dal  Forno and

Merlone (2002).  Most of them are the informative variables of the cell  where the

agent is located:

int type;      // type of agent

int posx;       // x position on the grid

int posy;       // y  position on  the grid

int dir;        // direction N=1, E=2, S=3, W=4, No Interact=0
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int step;       // allowed motion

int numinc;     // number of interactions

double effort;  // current effort

double aveff;   // average effort

double profit;  // current profit

double cumprof; // cumulated profit

double leffort; // last effort provided by agent

double cumeffort; // cumulated partner effort

double lprofit; // last profit

double aeffort; // last antagonist effort

double aprofit; // last antagonist profit

double neffort; // neighborhood average effort

double nprofit; // neighborhood average profit

    int totpun;     // total number of punishment periods

   int copun;      // counter of punishment periods

   double memeff;  // memorized effort

The classes of behavior we consider extend those we used in Dal Forno and

Merlone (2002). 

 

0) null effort: this agent exerts always the same almost null effort

1) shrinking effort: this agent halves the effort provided by its last partner

2) replicator: this agent exerts the same effort its last partner exerted in

the previous interaction 

3) rational: this agent exerts the best reply to last partner effort
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4) profit  comparator:  this agent compares its  profit  to its last partner’s

one; if partner’s profit was higher it decreases its own effort and vice

versa; since effort varies by the same amount in percentage both up and

down, there is a natural drift to null effort

5) high effort:  this agent exerts always the same high effort 

6) average rational: this agent exerts the best reply to the average effort

of its partners 

7) winner  imitator:  this  agent  starts  with  high  effort  but  copies  its

partner’s effort when this one proves to yield a higher profit

8) effort  comparator: this  agent  compares  its  effort  to  its  previous

partner’s effort; it increases its effort if it is lower than its partner’s one

and vice versa; also for this kind of agent effort varies by the same

amount in percentage both up and down and again there is a natural

drift to null effort

9) averager:  it averages its effort with last partner’s effort 

10) no drift  profit comparator:  this is the same behavior of agent 4, but

changes are adjusted in order to avoid drift

11) no drift  effort  comparator:  this is the same behavior of agent 8, but

changes are adjusted in order to avoid drift

12) 3-periods hard punisher: this agent exerts high effort and compares its

effort to its last partner’s one; when its partner exerts a lower effort a

null effort is played for 3 periods

13) 20-periods soft punisher: this agent exerts high effort and compares its

effort to its previous partner’s; when its partner exerts a lower effort it
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starts averaging its effort with the one provided by its partners for 20

periods 

14) follow the leader: when this agent meets an outstanding partner (i.e. a

partner that behaves in a completely different way with respect to the

average of the others), it starts imitating its effort

15) free ride/save the firm: this agent exerts an effort following a random

walk;  furthermore,  with  small  probability  this  agent  compares  its

partners’ average effort  to a prefixed value; when  partners’ average

effort  is  too low it  resets  its  effort  to  high values  otherwise to  low

values.

In particular some of these classes are extrapolated from subjects’ behavior in

two different experiments we conducted on our undergraduate students. 

Newcomers cannot be fired before they start interacting. They adopt their own

type of behavior as soon as they start interacting in the organization. After the first

interaction they can be evaluated and fired as any other agent. 

SIMULATION RESULTS

We use  the  platform  to  perform  different  experiments.  Policies  are  formally

defined  in  section  “A  Dynamic  Programming  Approach”.  Since  the  number  of

feasible  policies  is  potentially  infinite  we  consider  only  some particular  kinds  of

policies. The following procedure is adopted.
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1. wait for the system to be stable (i.e. wait for 10000 iterations in order to 

exhaust transient effects in non chaotic organizations)

2. fix the hiring and firing controls at the same level

3. apply the policy 

4. wait for the system to be stable again

5. increase both levels of the same amount

6. go to step 4.

The levels we consider are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 The control levels used to perform simulations

Insert Table 1 About Here

For obvious reasons we call these policies  monotonic. The rationale behind

these policies may be found in the goal setting literature, for example according to

Taylor (1987), in some situations managers may want to gradually increase the goal

levels as employee skill level and confidence rise. Furthermore according to Mabey et

al. (1998) strategic goals themselves may be constantly evolving. A main result in Dal

Forno and Merlone (2002) was that few scattered high effort agents could boost the

whole organization productivity. 

For this reason we are interested in finding a policy that is effective in increasing the

number of high effort agents. Obviously such a policy could compound the effects of

high effort agents in the organization. Our experiments are intended to study whether
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a  simple  policy  can  be  used  as  a  control  to  drive  the  system  to  high  levels  of

occupation with individuals exerting high effort.

Comment on simulation results

Hiring and firing do not seem very effective on a homogeneous population, at

least when considering monotone policies. That is, in homogeneous populations this

kind of policy does not affect agents behavior in terms of effort level.  In fact for

almost all of the considered classes the organization could not be steered to the full

occupation and high effort state.

An important exception is given by profit comparator agents. This agent compares its

profit  to  its  last  partner’s  one.  Since  it  increases/decreases  it  effort  by  10%,  an

organization consisting entirely of this class of agents has a natural drift toward a state

where effort is null. While the monotonic policy we described is not sufficient to steer

the organization to the goal,  a still  finer  (i.e.  with 0.01 step) monotonic  policy is

effective to lead the organization to the full occupation/high effort state. This means

that policies should be carefully tailored to each different organization. 

Results relative to the finer policy are summarized in Fig. 4,5 and 6. It must be noted

that total effort is a noisy measure. In order to overcome this problem we performed

different simulations.  The data used in our graphs are the result of averaging different

simulations.

Insert Figure 4 About Here
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The effectiveness of the policy may be observed considering average effort

(see Fig 5). It can be observed that average effort is constantly increasing as the policy

level increases. The same does not hold as it concerns Total Effort. This means that

for high level of controls there is a drop in the agents’ population.  

Insert Figure 5 About Here

Finally in Fig.6 the reader can observe how corporate culture decreases as

control level increases. This can be explained recalling that this class of agents varies

its effort by %10±  increases; the variance of efforts increases as effort increases and

corporate culture is the opposite of the effort variance.  The policy is constantly active

to contrast the natural drift of this kind of agents to decrease efforts. In particular there

is a constant turnover of agents, which increases the dispersion of efforts.

Insert Figure 6 About Here

Furthermore we use the platform to measure how the hiring/firing monotonic

policy is effective in selecting high effort agents in a population consisting of a single

kind of agent.

The organization starts with one single high effort agent in a population of otherwise

homogeneous agents. We assume that the probability of hiring high effort agents is

low compared to the probability of hiring the other agents. In particular we assume

that with probability  6/1=p  the new hired agent belongs to the high effort class,

while with probability p−1  it belongs to the studied class. Obviously, changing the
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relative probability  of hiring high-effort  agents does not affect  our findings.  What

changes is just the relative population composition in intermediate states and the time

to reach, if possible, the high effort/full occupation state. The effects of policy may be

compared when considering the different classes of agents. 

Considered monotonic policies are highly effective on populations consisting

of shrinking effort (Class 1), 3-periods hard  punishers (Class 12),  or free ride/save

the firm  (Class 15) agents. While these populations with no policy just fall to null

effort, with the described monotonic policy it is possible to steer the organization at

the  full  occupation/high  effort  state  as  illustrated  in  Fig.7.  Furthermore  note  that,

considering  3-periods hard punishers, a  control  level  set  to 1.5 is  enough to stop

agents  from punishing  each  other  and  to  obtain  the  organizational  goal.  For  this

reason simulations relative to this class do not consider control values beyond level

1.5.

Insert Figure 7 About Here

On the other hand for the other classes of agents considered the overall policy

effect is to obtain a homogeneous population consisting of high effort agents  as it can

be seen in Fig.8 below.

Insert Figure 8 About Here

Another  important  effect  of  the  policy  is  to  maximize  the  organization

corporate culture as it can be seen in Fig.9. 

Insert Figure 9 About Here
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For profit comparator and effort comparator population, while the considered

monotonic policy is not able to steer the organization to the goal state, it improves the

overall  effort.  The effectiveness of the policy is  limited by the fact that beyond a

certain level the organization becomes chaotic.

For  other  classes  of  agents  (shrinking  effort,  averager,  no  drift  profit

comparator, no  drift   effort  comparator, 20-periods  soft  punisher,  and  follow  the

leader) policy is not necessary since the full occupation/high effort state is an attractor

for organization dynamics.

Nevertheless the policy may be useful since it increases how fast this state is reached.

Figures 10,11 and 12 illustrate the effect of the policy on the organization dynamic in

terms of the observable variables when follow the leader agents are considered.

Insert Figure 10 About Here

It must be noted also how the policy increases stability of the organizational

goal ( see Fig. 11 and 12). 

Insert Figure 11 About Here

Insert Figure 12 About Here

Some interesting  results  are  found when considering  average rational  and

rational agents. A monotonic policy applied when the organization is stable is totally

ineffective. The same does not hold when a non monotonic policy is applied. In this

case it is possible to reach the full occupation with all individuals exerting high effort.
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Furthermore if we do not wait for the organization to become stable and apply a finer

monotonic policy it is again possible to reach the organizational goal. 

We find this result extremely important since it suggests that, in some cases, when the

situation becomes too much consolidated, it may be difficult to steer the organization

to socially optimal states. 

Considering  high effort  and  winner imitator  agents no (monotonic) policy is

necessary since the population already is in the full occupation and high effort state.

Finally, considering  a  fixed  null  effort agents  population,  the monotonic  policy  is

clearly ineffective, since this situation is quite similar to the theoretical case studied in

the section “Some theoretical results”. Nevertheless, using a non monotonic policy

may change an organization with an extremely low percentage of high efforts. For

example assume that:

• the organization consists of  one high effort agent and 899 low effort agents

• a newcomer is with probability 1/6 a high effort agent and with 5/6 a low

effort agent. 

Applying a non monotonic policy it is possible to restore the 1 to 6 high effort, low

effort ratio in the organization as illustrated in Fig.13.

Insert Figure 13 About Here

CONCLUSION
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Personnel turnover policies have been studied considering an artificial agents

organization  model.  The  analysis  has  been  conducted  both  theoretically  and

computationally.  First  the  model  was  formalized  in  terms  of  a  dynamical

programming problem. While we could find some theoretical results in a very simple

case, it is obvious that a complete analysis could not be accomplished this way. Once

more,  as  organization  dimensions  increases  and  heterogeneity  is  introduced,  the

simulation is the natural approach.  We performed different simulations in order to

find a hiring/firing  policy which was effective  in  steering the organization  to  full

occupation  with  all  agents  exerting  high  effort.  A first  result  was  finding  some

organizational layouts such that no policy was effective in reaching the goal.

We restricted our analysis to monotonic policies and we studied the impact of these

policies  on homogeneous population  organization.  Our findings  showed that,  with

almost all of the considered populations, monotonic policies where ineffective. The

organizational goal could be reached only in a particular case with a carefully tailored

policy.

Furthermore we studied how the policy was effective in selecting high effort agents in

an otherwise homogeneous population. Results were different depending on the class

of  agents  considered.  While  for  some  classes  of  agents  considered  policies  were

effective, for other classes we had to adapt the policy in order to obtain some results

in  terms of increasing  the organization  performance.  In particular, for populations

consisting of rational  types of agents it was necessary to start applying the policy

before organizational dynamics were stable.

The implications of our findings are both descriptive and normative. Policies

must  be  chosen  with  particular  care  in  order  to  obtain  an  improvement  of  the

performance  of  the  organization.  While  policies  may  improve  organizational
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performance, it was apparent that to make them effective it is necessary to monitor

each organization carefully and adapt each policy to the organization peculiarity. For

example setting too high goals simply meant a decreasing of overall performance due

to a low level  of occupation.  Therefore blind application of rather simple policies

could  not  boost  overall  performance  of  the  organization.  Even  in  this  simplified

model,  only a  careful  analysis  of  the organization  can,  in  some cases,  lead  to  an

improvement of the organization performance.  
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Table 1 The control levels used to perform simulations.

Firing
Level

Hiring 
Level

No policy No policy
0 0

0.1 0.1
0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3

… …

1.8 1.8
1.9 1.9

1.95 1.95
1.99 1.99

2 2
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Fig.1 States of a simple 22×  organization.

Fig.2 General structure of the simulation.

Fig.3 The main window with simulation parameters and numerical and graphical 

outputs.

Fig.4 Total effort in a homogeneous profit comparator population.

Fig.5 Average effort in a homogeneous profit comparator population.

Fig.6 Corporate culture in a homogeneous profit comparator population.

Fig.7 Policy effectiveness in terms of total effort in populations consisting of 

shrinking effort, 3-periods hard punishers, or free ride/save the firm agents.

Fig.8 Policy effectiveness in terms of hired high effort agents in population consisting

of shrinking effort, 3-periods punishers, or free ride/save the firm agents.

Fig.9 Policy effectiveness in terms of total effort in populations consisting of 

shrinking effort, 3-periods punishers, or free ride/save the firm agents.

Fig.10 Policy effectiveness in terms of improved speed to reach the organizational 

goal for follow the leader and high effort  heterogeneous population (total effort).

Fig.11 Policy effectiveness in terms of improved speed to reach the organizational 

goal for follow the leader and high effort  heterogeneous population (average effort).
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Fig.12 Policy effectiveness in terms of improved speed to reach the organizational 

goal for follow the leader and high effort  heterogeneous population (corporate 

culture).

Fig.13 Non monotonic policy can restore agent type ratio in a null effort and high 

effort population. 
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